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Labour lost the election but the
Conservatives did not win a majority

Our difficult choice
A shared administration with Labour was a
non-starter because they wouldn’t negotiate
but preferred opposition
Allow a minority Conservative government
letting the hard right set policies - we couldn’t
let this happen

We formed a coalition
To give us stable government quickly so as not
to lose our AAA credit rating which could
have trebled interest repayments.
To allow progressive policies to be delivered 65% of our election manifesto is in the
Coalition Agreement
To start tackling Labour’s financial mess

Coalitions
Are the normal form of government in most
successful countries
Mean both sides have to compromise - no
party can get its own way all the time

Liberal Democrats
We believe in giving power to people and
communities - this is happening everywhere
We oppose control from Whitehall and
London setting masses of targets - red tape
and bureaucracy are being cut back on a daily
basis
We oppose right wing Tory policies and are
keeping Tory hard liners on the sidelines

Dealing with Labour’s debt
We did not choose the moment. Whoever
was in power would have had to cut back.
We know it hurts, but it has to be
done or leave a bankrupt
country for our children
and grandchildren.
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Labour left this debt
Labour left the country needing to
borrow £400m a day just to get by and
paying £120m in interest on our debt
every day - enough to build a Primary
school every hour! Overspending started
years before the bank crisis and it can’t go
on. Labour planned to cut government
spending by £72 billion. Now they oppose
every saving - but they will not say what
they would do.

Labour got us into this mess and
left others to pick up the bill.

